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Jeremy Sutton-Hibbert

 Glamour and sophistication, 
iPads and iTechnology, flagship 
stores and fashion boutiques, 
it’s all there on the streets of 
Beijing. China is on the move 
and the hip young people are 
not holding back. The sense of 
new wealth and new opportu-
nities were easily found, easily 
seen, everything is for the taking 
for the people lucky enough to 
reach. The sense of excitement, 
drama, beauty and movement 
was all there for me to see, and 
to photograph.
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Following in the footsteps of the great pioneering Victorian-era Scottish photographer 
John Thompson, Document Scotland has recently been in China making photography.

In 2012 and 2013, our four photographers took up invitations from the municipal 
government in Beijing to travel to China’s great capital to explore and document the 
city, its people and life in one of the fastest-growing economies in the world.

Set against dramatic historical parks and temples and über-modern skyscrapers and 
offices, a vast population lives and works and increasingly turns its focus on the world 
beyond its boundaries.  Simultaneously, the rest of the world is becoming ever more 
fascinated by everything China has to offer.  Past and present constantly collide, 
achieving an equilibrium and unity of purpose which is determining a destiny for the 
country which may be far removed from the turbulent past as an accommodation is 
found between political doctrine and economic reality.

The world which Thomspon captured may no longer be visible and recognisable from 
the China of today.  But the new China, ever-more conspicuously capitalist and wealthy, 
still pays homage to its past.  A pride in history and Chinese culture still dominates life 
as do the superstitions of generations long-gone.  Viewed from afar, China still looks 
like a vast empire.  Viewed from the streets of Beijing, it seems intimate and personal.

Into this vortex steps Document Scotland.  Inquisitive to discover for themselves the 
Chinese phenomenon which is sweeping the globe and forcing us to reassess the 
relationship between the Orient and Occident, each of our photographers set about 
exploring for themselves what makes this vast metropolis tick.  Losing themselves in 
the miasma, they documented life as they encountered it:  poignant, humorous, 
bustling, colourful, noisy, polluted, ingenious, productive and occasionally even 
peaceful. 
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Sophie Gerrard

  The Beijing I saw was one I struggled to make sense of.  
Bursting with construction, contradiction and congestion, 
the incomprehensible scale of this place felt epic and at 
times, utterly unreal to me.  From the almost ‘Disney’ like 
reconstruction of old Hutong areas, being rebuilt in breeze 
blocks to reflect an ‘authentic Chinese style and shopping 
experience’ for the hordes of visitors shopping in H&M and 
eating McDonalds, to the intense beauty and peace of a Tao-
ist temple in the middle of city, with bells, incense, statues 
and ancient pine trees.  From the emptiness and silence of 
a vast mountain gorge shrouded in mist and looming dark 
emerald green to a CCTV camera disguised as a plastic tree,  
Beijing never ceased to truly bewilder and amaze me.
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Colin McPherson

  This was my first visit to China, a country which I had heard much about, 
but knew little of.  The images I had in my mind of China, its history 
and its place in the modern world, were monochrome or cliched.  What 
confronted me in metropolitan Beijing inhabited a completely different 
realm.  I was fascinated by the Chinese people’s love for their land, their 
devotion to their culture and their passion for the historic buildings and 
sites of worship and conquest.  They flock in their hundreds of thousands 
to visit the great edifices of the Chinese empire past and present.  And 
where half a century ago they might have stood in Tiananmen Square 
in green khaki and Mao hats, today they sport the paraphernalia of the 
international tourist, hungrily buying up souvenirs and taking gigabytes 
of photographs.  This is what I saw them seeing.
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Stephen McLaren

  To this first-time visitor, Beijing with its six ring-roads, twenty-million 
souls and shiny-new skyline was hard to work out.  Taxi drivers needed 
maps printed for them and tube trains journeys could take over an hour 
to span the city, but thankfully having a camera helps make sense of this 
mega-city.  Contrary to what I expected people were not suspicious of a 
tall white foreigner with a lump of expensive Japanese camera gear round 
his neck.  All roads, streets and un-promising alleyways were open to an 
inquisitive walker and only once was I asked not to take a picture.  Contra-
dictions abound in this epic urban phenomenon and I hope I managed to 
show some of that in the pictures with which I returned.
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